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 SMART STATISTICS is a multidimensional concept 
in connection with three dimensions

 New styles of Communication (Datafication)

 The change of Statistics in the information age

 Smart Systems & Smart Services



New Styles of Communication  

1.Human Communication: CMC
- Classical: Face-to-face conversation

- New: Computer Mediated Communication 

Computer Mediated Communication
synchronous (simultaneously engaged) & asynchronous ( not communicating at the same time)

typologies: instant messaging, email, chat rooms, online forums,

social network services,text messaging.

2.Non-Human Communication: IoT

Internet of Things
Communication between smart devices

synchronous & asynchronous 
network of physical devices with connectivity enabling the exchange of data

- Connectivity can be via Internet

- IoT have an event driven-architecture, i.e., react to different events 

- IoT is considered a complex system
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Typologies of sensors, cameras microphones 

Web scraper algorithm



New Data Sources: The Datafication
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Therefore, examples of alternative data sources, from face-to-face and telephone surveys

web-scraped data
administrative data.
social media data.
machine generated (IoT) data

 Human CMC produces a datafication of the communication and a datafication of 
different behaviours of the lives of people;
Thus, social actions and communications are transformed into online-quantified organic 
data, which can be tracked in real-time. 
For example: Research-Gate datifies the research network; Twitter datifies social topics; 
LinkedIn datifies professions, YouTube digital datifies different behaviours of the lives of 
people.

 Non-Human CMC (IoT) produces a datafication of actions and services for which 
they are used. 

The process of datafication induced by CMC produces organic data, i.e., unstructured 
data.



STATISTICS BEFORE AND AFTER R|evolutions
Small samples vs     Large samples or Populations    

Classical statistical Inference vs     Computer-intensive statistical inference  

Phenomena Univariate and bivariate vs     Multivariate Phenomena in space and time domains
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Internet of Things

From connecting Computers

To connecting things

Statistics must promote the SEMANTIC WEB
that provides standards for sharing data and reuse data for 

different applications, for enterprises, for statistics purposes 

and  scientific  communities

The change of Statistics via Internet & New technologies R|evolutions

Manual data 

collection Large

sample

Economic, social and other real phenomena described by one 

or few indicators

Inference mainly on Univariate and Bivariate random variables

Extensive use of parametric statistics 

especially under normality hypotheses

Economic, social and other real phenomena  described in their full 

complexity with many indicators

Computer-intensive statistical Inference (Jackknifing, 

Bootstrapping, Cross-validation, permutation tests)

Statistics based on Mathematics, Probability and Computer Science 

(Computational Statistics) 
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Smart System & Technology : features & principles
 Smart systems incorporate functions of sensing,

actuation, and control in order to describe and analyze a

situation, and make decisions based on the available 

data in a predictive or adaptive manner.

 Dimensional reduction of technology:

Sensors, smart devices, algorithms, robots are 

used to collect data in order to decide an action.

 Rational Decision-making Process. 

 Actuators that produce a smart action on the basis 

of a decision-making predictive or adaptive process   
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Smart Services 
Smart home & buildings Smart mobility Smart health



SMART STATISTICS: definition
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SMART STATISTICS include a process of statistical production -in real time, which incorporate

functions of autonomous, automated and continuous data collection, data-driven processing

adaptively responding to environmental changes and a control process – in order to describe

and analyse a situation, a concept, a real fact, in general a phenomenon.  

When the situation includes a decision the smart statistics include also a rational decision-

making process.

PRINCIPLES

 Autonomous and automated data collection from sensors or algorithms; 

 Continuous data collection;

 Large and often very large raw data sets (organic data);

 Adaptively responding to environmental changes, i.e., data-driven processing;

 Statistics extractable in real time or in as close to real time as makes sense;

 Including a rational decision-making process when statistics are used for decisions.

Thus, for extracting something useful from the organic data, sophisticated statistical methodologies, 

and algorithms, and other tools are required.

We wish to transform organic data into information and information into knowledge.
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BENEFITS of SMART STATISTICS

Granularity. Alternative data sources are often very extensive at least in principle.

Administrative transaction data capture all the information involved in transactions;

Web-scraped data can be as extensive as you like.

Timeliness. data can be captured essentially as it is generated - as phone calls take place, as

internet purchases are made, as prices are changed on the web, and so on. This means that financial

and social indices can be updated in real-time.

Proximity to social reality compared with conventional data acquisition methods. Since the new

data sources monitor actual behaviour, summary statistics based on them tell us how people behave,

not how they say they behave.

Responsiveness to changing questions and circumstances. If vast masses of very low level data

are stored, then statistics aimed at follow-up questions can be readily calculated.

Cost and effort reduction. If the data are collected automatically, no addition effort (e.g. no survey) is

necessary. A compelling example of this is the shift towards censuses based on administrative data.
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Risks and resolutions of SMART STATISTICS (1/5)
Data Quality

Quality is a perennial issue for all data analysis. Lack of control over the raw data makes things even

worse. Massive data sets with elaborate data collection have aggravated the potential risks.

In addition, algorithms always give an output, regardless of the quality of the data fed in, and regardless of

whether that output is meaningful or not.

Data collected for an administrative purpose might be suitable for that purpose, but less suitable for

deriving official statistics.

Alternative Data collected from social media interactions or by web-scraping or by computer-assisted

web interviewing are likely to have all sorts of unspecified selection distortions.

Verification of accuracy and validity of raw data is increasingly difficult, moving into the smart data

world.

Recommendation 1: In parallel with the introduction of each smart statistic must be a protocol for

checking the veracity, authenticity, and accuracy of the raw data.

Recommendation 2: Triangulation methods must be developed, whereby smart official statistics

are derived via several different routes, so that consistencies and comparability of definitions can

be checked.
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Risks and resolutions of SMART STATISTICS (2/5)
Data provenance

Smart statistics will often be based on data not under the statistician’s control, thus, trust in the data

requires that its provenance and the meta data describing it are documented in great detail, by noting

the nature, type, model, version, etc, of any measuring instrument, questionnaire, recording device, used

in the data collection.

Moreover, all data undergo cleaning and checking prior to analysis. Thus, every step and

modification made to the raw data must be noted.

Such recording practices will not be undertaken in the expectation that analyses will be re-run, but rather

so that they could be re-run if necessary. Without this one can have no confidence that the conclusions

genuinely derive from the data. These practices are necessary for transparency, accountability, and

trustworthiness.

Recommendation 3: Any data used to produce smart statistics should have its origins and

associated metadata carefully described.

Recommendation 4: All data modifications and changes should be noted, along with their reasons,

so that earlier versions of data sets can be derived.
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Risks and resolutions of SMART STATISTICS (3/5)
Sustainability for time series

- time series can be produced if if they are consistent over time, i.e. they have ben collect and analyses

with the same methods over a period of year.

- smart statistics almost necessarily consequence lead to short time series, because the data

collection methods change;

- Web-scraping relies on the structure of the web and the algorithms used to identify web sites (the

Google search algorithm changes regularly);

-Administrative data relies on the operation which generated the data being maintained over time

(banking systems evolve or are upgraded);

-Social media strategies and tools seem to change on almost a daily basis (think Bebo, Myspace,

Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter, ...).

Recommendation 5: Insofar as it is possible, consistency checks should be made over time.

These should include checks of data analytic methods and of definitions. When time series show a

sudden change in behaviour (level, trend, volatility) efforts should be made to understand why the

changes have occurred, and in particular to provide assurance that it is not due to changes in the

raw data or collection system.
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Risks and resolutions of SMART STATISTICS (4/5)
Infrastructure breakdown and complexity crash

Progressing in the world of smart statistics there is the vulnerability of official statistics to

infrastructure breakdowns and hacking. We have seen this in other contexts - in banking systems,

health records, electoral system, and others. Vulnerability will become more relevant to official

statistics to the extent that those are built on real-time data acquisition and fast delivery of statistics.

A more sophisticated strategy for both preventing and recovering from systems failure is needed.

We need to learn from the work on “safety critical systems” which has been carried out in other domains,

such as nuclear engineering, aviation, and medicine. Having redundant systems is a basic notion.

It is a characteristic of smart statistics that the underlying systems they are monitoring and the data sets

they are accessing are complex.

Complex systems have their own vulnerabilities because of their fundamental interconnectedness and

nonlinearities It is in the nature of these vulnerabilities that they are unseen and unexpected, but we can

guard against their consequences by having robust backup and recovery plans.

Recommendation 6: Systems to prevent risks of vulnerability of Official Statistics should be in

operation so that urgent official statistics will not be substantially delayed. Learn from the work on

safety critical systems.
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Risks and resolutions of SMART STATISTICS (5/5)
Privacy risk

While the risks to privacy arising from official statistics might not be as sharp as those arising from the

collection and manipulation of data for operational purposes (e.g. smart meter data revealing when you

are likely to be at home), they still exist.

After all, large masses of data are collected and stored, and this is often personal, such as financial and

medical data. However, once datasets have been linked there is no reason to preserve the

identifying features - after all, official statistics are about aggregations, not individuals.

Sophisticated methods, such as the Trusted Third Party system used by the Administrative Data Research

Network, have been developed to protect individual privacy prior to and through the linkage stage.

Given the above, it is perhaps surprising that individuals are more willing to divulge data to

commercial operations than to government. One possible explanation is that the gain they receive in

exchange for the data is more immediate and obvious: they gain access to the social network or some

other service. In contrast, the gains from giving the data to official statisticians are less obvious: more

effective schools, better hospitals, a more efficient economy and so on do not directly and obviously link to

you telling a statistician how old you are, your medical history, and your education.

Recommendation 7: An organisation is trustworthy only to the extent that it protects the privacy of

its users: methods to ensure the privacy and safety of data used to produce smart statistics must

be put in place.
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By-products of SMART STATISTICS in Official Statistics are

BIG DATA 

in Computer Science are specified by the V’s

VOLUME, VELOCITY & VARIETY (Gartner, 2012)

in Statistics are identified by the three C’s

CONNECTIVITY, COMPLEXITY & COMPUTABLE MODEL
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HOW BIG DATA ARE FORMED & ANALYSED
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HOW BIG DATA ARE FORMED & ANALYSED

CONNECTIVITY
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HOW BIG DATA ARE FORMED & ANALYSED

CONNECTIVITY

COMPLEXITY
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HOW BIG DATA ARE FORMED & ANALYSED

CONNECTIVITY

COMPLEXITY
COMPUTABLE

MODEL

COMPUTABLE

MODEL
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Conclusions
Smart statistics based on new data sources and new methods of analysis have properties not

possessed by more traditional official statistics - such as timeliness and adaptability.

If alternative suppliers of statistics provide products which do have these properties then any reservations

about other aspects - perhaps less confidence in accuracy, or that the statistics match a formal definition -

must be balanced against them.

Put bluntly, if producers of official statistics do not respond by adapting in terms of speed,

timeliness etc etc, if they do not produce smart statistics, then they risk being replaced by other

suppliers who might have a less reliable product.

Trustworthiness of NSIs is a primary factor distinguishing them from alternative sources which

might claim to produce comparable indices: Such organisations might have reservations about divulging

their data and methods - understandably, since their business edge might be based on proprietary

sources and tools.

We suggest that trusted official statistics are critically important in the so-called “post truth” era,

where appeals to emotion risk undermining objective facts.

In turn, to be trusted, statistics must be trustworthy, meaning that that the raw data and the statistical

methods applied to those data must merit trust. And as a final step, to merit trust the data and methods

must be transparent: observers must be able to check and verify this trustworthiness.

Recommendation 8: An independent oversight body or regulator should be created to resolve

disagreements, to look into failures, etc. This body should have the power to explore the sources

of all data which are fed into the production of official statistics.
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